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Abstract 
Let G be a simple graph. The independent domination number i(G) is the minimum cardinality 
among all maximal independent sets of G. Haviland (1995) conjectured that any connected 
regular graph G of order n and degree 6 < n/2 satisfies i(G) 6 [2n/361 S/2. In this paper, we 
will settle the conjecture of Haviland in the negative by constructing counterexamples. Therefore 
a larger upper bound is expected. We will also show that a connected cubic graph G of order 
n > 8 satisfies i(G) < 2n/5, providing a new upper bound for cubic graphs. @ 1999 Elsevier 
Science B.V. All rights reserved 
AMS classification: 05C35 
Keywords: Independent domination number; Regular graph 
1. Introduction 
Let G = (V,E) be a simple graph of order 12 and minimum degree 6. For a nonempty 
set W c V, its neighborhood N(W) denote the set of all elements of V adjacent to 
at least one element of W. If W = {u}, then N(W) is simply written as N(v). An 
independent set is a set of pairwise nonadjacent vertices of G. A subset I of V is 
a dominating set if N(I) u I = V. The independent domination number i(G) is the 
minimum cardinality among all independent dominating sets of G. An independent set 
is dominating if and only if it is maximal, so i(G) is also the minimum cardinality of 
a maximal independent set in G. 
The parameter i(G) was introduced by Cockayne and Hedetniemi in [5] and some 
results on it can be found in [l-lo]. Favaron [6] and Haviland [8] established upper 
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bounds for i(G) in terms of n and 6. For regular graphs of degree different from 
zero, we can prove that i(G) < n/2. However, for most values of 6 this is far from 
the best possible. In [6] it was shown that for any graph with n/2 d 6 < n, we have 
i(G) < n - 6, and this bound could be attained only by complete multipartite graphs 
with vertex classes all of the same order. By adapting arguments from [S], the following 
result can readily be proved (see [9]). 
Proposition 1.1. Let G be a regular graph. If n/4 d 6 d (3 - &)n/2 then 
i(G) d n - @ and tf (3 - fi)n/2 d 6 d n/2 then i(G) d 6. 
If n = 2m6, then i(mKa,h) = n/2 and rnKa,h is disconnected for m > 1. Haviland [S] 
thought that if G was connected then the upper bound for i(G) could be a function of 
n and 6. She also stated the following Conjecture in [9]. 
Conjecture 1.2. If G is a connected r-regular graph with r = 6 < n/2, then 
i(G) d [2n/3616/2. 
In Section 2, we provide counterexamples to Conjecture 1.2. In Section 3, we shall 
show that i(G) < 2n/5 for any connected cubic graphs, providing a new upper bound 
for i(G) as a function of the number of vertices. 
2. Counterexamples 
Lemma 2.1. Given positive integers r 2 2 and s 3 3, let G(r,s) be the family of 
graphs such that V = &,(Xj U Yj U Zj), and E = (El U E2 U E3 U Ed), where 
1. xj = {xjl>xj27,. . ,xj(s-I]}, 
2. yi={Yjl,YjZ,...,Yjs}, 
3. Zj = {Zjl,Zj2 , . . f ,Zjs}, 
4. El = UJ= 1 {XjkYjlI 1 < k < S - 1, 1 < 1 < S}, 
5. -& = iJi=l {.YjkZjk ) 1 < k d S}, 
6. E3 = LJJ=l [{ZjkZjr 1 1 < k, 1 d S, k # 2, }\{ZjlZjs}], and 
‘7. E4 = {ZjsZ(j+l)l 1 1 < j < r - l} U {ZKJI~}. 
Then 
(1) IVI=r(3s - l), 
(2) G(r,s) is both connected and s-regular and 
(3) i(G(r,s)) =rs. 
(Note that G(r,s) contains r subgraphs, which we shall call blocks, isomorphic to 
each other. A typical block of G(r,5), consisting of 14 vertices, is shown in Fig. 1.) 
Proof of Lemma 2.1. (1) and (2) are trivial. Because UJ=i q is an independent dom- 
inating set, i(G(r,s)) < rs. So (3) is also proved if we can show that i(G(r,s)) B rs. 
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Fig. 1. 
We claim that for every 1 < j d r, 11 n (Xj U Zj)l > s. Consider any such j between 
1 and Y. If Xj n1# 8 then Yj nr = 8 . Since I must dominate Xj, we have Xj C_ I. Now 
for any 1 <k <s, zj,k is not adjacent to any vertex outside of Yj U Zj, and so in order 
for I to dominate zj,k, it must be that Zj n I # 8. Thus 11 fl (Xj U Zj)l > s. 
On the other hand, if Xj n I = 0, then for each 1 < k < s, exactly one of Yj.k or zj,k 
is in I. And so in this case it also follows that 11 n (Yj U Zj)l > s. 
Thus, it follows that i(G(r,s)) > TS, and hence that i(G(r,s)) = F-S. 0 
Theorem 2.2. If r is sujiciently large and s 2 3, then G = G(r,s) is a connected 
s-regular graph with i(G) > [2n/3sls/2, where n is the order of G. 
Proof. We have 
[2r(3s - 1)/3sls/2 < (2r - [2r/3sJ )s/2 
= rs - ( 12r/3sjs/2) 
< i(G), 
provided r is sufficiently large. 0 
Theorem 2.2 settles Conjecture 1.2 in the negative for all 6 > 3. If 6 = 3, then by 
Theorem 2.2, the upper bound of i(G)/ n is at least 3/g, as shown by the previous 
example with s = 3. However, if Conjecture 1.2 holds, then this upper bound would 
have been less than (n + 4)/3n, which is strictly less than 3/8 if n > 32. 
Note that in the above, 6 is fixed and n is large. In what follows, we shall construct 
connected regular graphs G with 6(G) small relative to n, but i( G)/n is as close to 
l/2 as we wish. 
Lemma 2.3. Given positive integers r 3 1 and s > 2, let G*(r,s) be the graph (V,E) 
with V = U U[UTT:( Vj U Wj)], and E = (EI U E2 U E3 U Ed), where 
1. U={w,~2,...,UZr+l}, 
2. Vj={vj,l~vj,2,~~~~Vj,s+2r}~ 
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3. ~j~{~j,l~~~.*,~~~,~j,s+2r-I}~ 
4. Ei={UjUkll <j<k<2r+l}, 
5. E2 = U:z;{UjU,j,k 1 1 < k < s}, 
6. E3 = U:r-:[{lll_r+*k-,l)i,,+?k 11 < k < r>l and 
7. E4 = $J;[{ u,,kwj,/ 1 1 d k d s + 2r, 1 d 1 < s + 2r - l}]. 
Then 
(1) IV] =2(2r + IX.9 + 2r>, 
(2) G*(r,s) is both connected and (s + 2r)-regular, and 
(3) i(G*(r,s)) =2r(s + r) + r + 1. 
Proof. (1) and (2) are trivial. Because 
S= [ jG,[{oj,k I 1 < k d s} U {Uj,s+2k I 1 d kd r)l 1 U [{%+I) U {U2r+l,s+2k t 1 < k d r>l 
is a maximal independent set of G*(r,s), and ISI = 2r(s + r) + r + 1, we have 
i(G*(r,s))d 2r(s + r) + r + 1. 
Suppose I is a maximal independent set of order i(G*(r,s)) and Ij =I n 
[Vj U Wj U {uj}] for 1 <j < 2r + 1. Clearly, I = $~‘Zj and 111 = E;Lll ]1j]. If 
Uj $1, then 11 n (Vj U Wj)l 3 s + r, and if Uj E I, then 11 n (Vj U Wj)l 2 r. Because 
I is independent and the induced subgraph on U is complete, there is at most one j 
with u,j ~1. It follows that i(G*(r,s)) > 2r(s + r) + r + 1 and (3) follows. 0 
Theorem 2.4. Suppose 0 < E < 1 and N 2 2. Then there exists a connected 
graph of ordeer n with 6 <n/N and i(G) >n/(2 + E). 
d-regular 
Proof. Let rl be the smallest integer such that 2(2q + l)>N. Because 
lim,,, r/(2r+l)= i, we can find r2 such that if r 2 r2, then r/(2r+l)>i--s/12. Put 
r = max{ri, rz}. Also, for fixed r, we have 
2r(s+r)+r+l r 
s@% 2(2r + l)(s + 2r) = 577’ 
so we can find s such that 
2r(s + r) + r + 1 r E 
2(2r+ l)(s+2r)‘2r+1 
Let G = G*(r, s) and n = /GI. Then G is a b-regular graph with 6 = s + 2r. 
By Lemma 2.3 and the definition of r, 6/n = 1/2(2r + 1) < l/N. Moreover, by 
Lemma 2.3 again and the definition of r and s, 
i(G) 2r(s + r) + r + 1 r 1 1 
-=2(2r+ n l)(s+2r)‘2r+ -- 1 ?>--!>- 12 2 6 2+a 
provided O<F< 1. 0 
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3. Regular cubic graphs 
In this section, we obtain an upper bound for the independent domination number 
of a connected cubic graph. 
Theorem 3.1. If G is a connected cubic graph of order n, where n > 8, then 
i(G) d 2n/5. 
Proof. Let I be an independent dominating set (IDS) of cardinality i(G). Also let 
J = V\I and B = (Z, J) be the bipartite graph induced by edges of G joining a vertex 
in I to a vertex in J. Among all such choices of I, choose one so that B contains 
the smallest number of &s’s If v E J is connected to u E I by an edge in B, we say 
that v is guarded by u and that u is a guardian of v. For each t = 1, 2 and 3, let 
Jt = {v E J: v has t guardians}. Since I is a dominating set, J is the disjoint union of 
J,,Jz and J3. If lJ31 d IJlI, then 
3n = c k(v) = 2Cdc(v) + 21J11 + lJ21 
UEV El 
2 WG) + /JI I + 1521 + IJ3I 
= 6i(G) + (n - i(G)), 
and therefore i(G) < 2n/5. So the theorem is proved if we can construct an injec- 
tive map f : J3 + J1. A vertex v E J is guarded by I’ c I if it is guarded by at 
least one vertex u E I’. The set of guardians of a vertex vo E J3 shall be denoted by 
ZO =N(ue)= (~1, ~2, us}. A vertex u that is guarded only by vertices of 1, is called 
exclusive (with respect to us), otherwise not exclusive. V,, shall denote the set of 
exclusive vertices. Note that vg is not adjacent to any vertex in Vex\{uo}. If I V,,l < 2, 
then [I U V,X]\I~ is a subminimal IDS. Henceforth, we suppose I V,,l 3 3. We have 
three possible cases. 
Case 1: 10 does not guard any JI -vertex. In this case, V,, c JZ U J3. If I V,, n J3 I = 3, 
then n = 6. So besides vg, there is at most one J3-vertex in V,,, and thus J2 n V,, # 0. If 
IV,,nJ,I =2 d ‘f an 1 WI and w2 are two exclusive vertices in J2 and J3\{vo} respectively, 
then [1 U {w~}]\[N(w~) nI] is a subminimal IDS. Hence V,, n J3 = {vg} and there are 
at least two J2-vertices in V,,, say vi and ~2. Suppose the guardian sets of v1 and v2 
are not identical (see Hi of Fig. 2). The third vertex guarded by 74 must be guarded 
by a vertex in Z\{U~,U~} and therefore [I\{ u2,u3}] U {VZ} is a subminimal IDS. So 
we assume that vi and 02 have the same guardian set (see H2 of Fig. 2). Moreover, 
Vex={~o,~1,~2). 
If ZI = ~2, then (I U {VI})\{ UZ,U~} is a subminimal IDS. Hence zI # ~2. If zt # v3, 
then I’=~u{v,,v~}\{ ~2, u3) is an IDS with 111 = 11’1, but the bipartite graph (I’, V\I’) 
contains a smaller number of K2,3’s (compare H2 and Hi in Fig. 2). Therefore zi = v3 E 
J1 and G contains the subgraph H3 in Fig. 3. We let f (vg) = ZI. 
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Fig. 3. 
Suppose N*(Q) is the set of vertices which are guarded by u4 but not by any 
vertex in Z\[Zo U {Q}]. If either v4 6 N*(u~) or US sf N*(Q), then [ZU {us} UN*(Q)]\ 
{ui,u2,u3,q} is a subminimal IDS. Therefore IN*(Q)] =3. It follows that neither v4 
nor us is in J3. Moreover, if 04 is in J2, then it must be guarded by ui . The same is 
true for vs. If both 04 and v5 are in J2 then G contains the subgraph Hj in Fig. 3. 
Case 2: Za guards exactly one JI-vertex v’, which is guarded by 243 EZ~. Besides v. 
and v’, there is an exclusive vertex in J; U J3, because 1 V,, 1 3 3. We have the following 
sub-cases. 
Subcase 2.1: [Vex\{ VO, v’}] c Jz and there exists v2 E V,,\{VO, v’} guarded by 3. In 
this sub-case, H4 appears (Fig. 4). Relabeling v’ as ~2, we let f(vo)=z2. 
Subcase 2.2: [Vex\{ VO, v’}] c J2 and no vertex in V,,\{VO, v’} is guarded by 243. 
Suppose vg E Vex\{ vg, v’} is guarded by ut and ~2. Because G is cubic, ui guards a 
remaining vertex besides vo and 06. The same is true for ~2. If these two remain- 
ing vertices VT and I_$ are distinct, i.e. G contains Hs (Fig. 4), then since they are 
not in Jl,ZU{t+j}\{ ~1, ~2) is a subminimal IDS. Therefore both u1 and u2 guard 
the same remaining vertex, and G contains H,’ (Fig. 4). We have t&j not adjacent 
to v7, otherwise Z U {u6}\{ ul,u2} is a subminimal IDS. We also have z3 =zj, other- 
wise Z’ =Z U {t&j, u7}\{ UI,U~}, is an IDS with 1 Z / = 1 Z’I, but (Z’, V\Z’) contains less 
K2,3’s than B (compare Hl with H5/1 in Fig. 4). The vertex z3 is different from v’ for 
otherwise (I U {VO, v’})\{ ~1, ~2, ~3) is a subminimal IDS. Therefore the guardian of z3 
is also different from the guardian of v’, i.e. u4 #us, and G contains the subgraph H6. 
If u3 also guards a J3-vertex besides us, then all vertices in N(ud)\Jl would be 
guarded by at least one vertex in Z\(Za U (~4)). Moreover (I U {VO, v’} U [N(u4) n JI]) \ 
{u~,u~,u~,u~} would be a subminimal IDS if I N(u4)nJi I= 1. Therefore IN(u4)nJiI 
> 2 and 2~4 guards another J1 -vertex besides ~3. In this case, we let f(va) = ~3. If us 
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Fig. 4. 
Fig. 5. 
does not guard another J3-vertex besides ua, i.e. the third vertex it guards is in J2, then 
we relabel v’ as z4 and let f(uo) = ~4. 
Subcase 2.3: [Vex\{ vg, v’}] rl J3 # 8. Suppose v2 E I’,, f? J3 and so G contains HT. The 
set I’=ZU{v’}\{u3} is an IDS with 11’1 = 1 I 1 but (I’, V\J’) contains less K2,3’s unless 
there are vertices u4 E I and us E I, both of which guard us as well as v4 (compare 
H7 with Hi in Fig. 5). Because G is cubic, ui, and similarly UZ, cannot be 244 or us. 
Therefore G must contain Hi’ (Fig. 5). 
Suppose v5 = v6 = ,‘“. If N(w)nrcU={u,,U2,U3,U4,Ug}, then Iu{v',w}\ 
[N(w)U {u3}] is a subminimal IDS. If [N(w)nl]\U f8, then since ui and uz does 
not guard any JI -vertex, 1 U (~0, u2, 213, v4}\U is a subminimal IDS. Therefore us # 4. 
If both [N(vs)nl]\U and [N(t+,)nI]\U are nonempty, then IU{UO,V~,V~,ZI~}\U is 
a subminimal IDS. Therefore one of [N(v5)nI]\U and [N(v6)nI]\U must be empty. 
Without loss of generality, we may assume that [N(v~)fll]\U =0. Then [I U {US}]\ 
[N(v5)n {uI,u2,u4}] is a subminimal IDS unless ]N(v~)~‘{u~,u~,u~}~ = 1. So US is not 
guarded by u1 or by ~2. Therefore us is a JI -vertex. Relabeling v’ and v5 as zs and z-6 
respectively, we put f( VO) = z5 and Y(Q) = Zg. 
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Fig. 6. 
Fig. 7. 
So far, the mapping is injective. Vertex zi is guarded by a vertex which guards 
only JI- or Jz-vertices. Vertex z2 is guarded by a vertex which also guards one 
Jz- and one J3-vertex. The latter is the pre-image of ~2. Similar argument can be 
applied to ~4. Vertex z3 is guarded by a vertex which guards at least one other 
J,-vertex. Vertex zs is guarded by a vertex which guards two other Jj-vertices. Vertex 
qj is guarded by a vertex which guards two other J2-vertices. If Zg were the image of 
another J3-vertex as zi, then G would contain Hs in Fig. 6 (see also Hj of Fig. 3), 
and IU {zg, zg, u6}\{ui 13 < i < 7) would be a subminimal IDS. Therefore z6 will 
not be mapped as zi. 
Case 3: IO guards two or more JI-vertices. Suppose ui, one of the three guardians 
of vc, guards two J,-vertices 2)s and 0;. By examining the type of vertices guarded 
by ui, we can conclude that neither 0s nor vi can possibly be mapped as zi unless 
i = 3. If only one of 0s and V~ (say Us) have been mapped as 23, then we rename 
vi as z7 and define f(vo)=z7. If both ug and vk have been mapped as z3 according 
to Subcase 2.2, then G contains the subgraph in Fig 7. If vc is not guarded by both 
244 and u:, then IU {v~,v~,vg,v~,v~,v~}\{ u1, u2, q,u,$, ui, ui, ui} is a subminimal IDS. 
Therefore vg is guarded by both 244 and U: and we relabel u2 as Zs and let f(va) = zg. 
We know that z7 has not been mapped as z3. Because z7 is guarded by a vertex which 
guards two Jl-vertices and one J3-vertex, its pre-image, it cannot be zi for i = 1,. . . ,6 
and it cannot be the image of two distinct Js-vertices. The guardian of zs guards two 
Js-vertices and the Jl-vertex zs, but the guardian set of one of these two J3-vertices 
guards at least two J1 -vertices. Among zi, i = 1,. . . ,7, only zs is guarded by a vertex 
which guards two J3-vertices, but both of these two J3-vertices has the same guardian 
set which guards exactly one JI-vertex. 
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Suppose u’ is a J3-vertex whose guardian set guards two or more Ji-vertices, but 
each guardian guards at most one J1 -vertex. Let v be one of these JI -vertices. Because 
the guardian of u guards exactly one JI-vertex and at least one Js-vertex, u cannot have 
been mapped as zi,zs,zg and zl, The guardian of z2 guards exactly one J3-vertex whose 
guardian set guards exactly one JI-vertex. Because the guardian set of u guards one 
J3-vertex whose guardian set guards at least two Ji-vertices, v cannot have been mapped 
as ~2. For the same reason, it cannot have been mapped as z4 or zg. The guardian of 
zs guards two Js-vertices us and ~1, of Fig 7. The guardian set of vi guards exactly 
one Jl-vertex, so u’ cannot be VI. The guardian of uo guards one Js-vertex and two 
Ji-vertices, so r’ cannot be ug. Since the guardian of v guards the J3-vertex u’, u cannot 
have been mapped as zs. 
Let W={W~,W~,..., Wk} be the set of J3-vertices whose guardian set guards two 
or more JI -vertices, but each guardian guards at most one JI-vertex; Vi be the set of 
JI -vertices guarded by the guardian set of w;, i = 1,. . . , k; and V* = Uf=, 6. If the 
vertex v belongs to three distinct sets V;, , Vi, and I’;, , then the guardian of v will guard 
wi,, wi2 and wi3. This is impossible because the graph is cubic. Therefore a vertex may 
belong to at most two distinct sets V,, and K>, and 1 V* 1 > ix;= , 1 Vi\ > k. We may 
now finish defining the injective map f from 33 into JI. 0 
Note that the graph G’ in Fig. 8 has 10 vertices and i(G’) =4= 2n/5. For 12 > 12, 
we do not know if there exists a graph G” such that i(G”) = 2n/5, but we suspect that 
such graph does not exist. Moreover, we do not know how close this upper bound is 
to being the best possible. 
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